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CESIE’s co-funded activities in 2008: 

N.  Activity | Fact Sheet1 Objectives achieved  |  Obtained results   PAX+BNF 

1 

DemosKratos – 
Democracy in 
EuroMed Area 
[Youth Exchange] 

Obtained result: 
Youth exchange of 8 days involving 40 participants from Spain, France, Italy, Bulgaria, Moldavia, Palestine and Israel  
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To think about the concept of democracy and of its different conceptions within Euro-Med realities; 
 To develop awareness about the situation of democracy in the EuroMed Context and of its historical roots; 
 To stimulate the thinking of youth about European question, though which European Citizenship, developing 

their participation in the “parcours” of EU future building; 
 To create an open space of discussion between youth belonging to different geographical realities within 

Euromed area; 
 To stimulate intercultural dialogue. 

40 + 50 

2 
YCCD – Youth and 
community creative 
development 

Obtained result:  
Hosting of volunteers from Spain, UK, Moldova and Romania for periods of 9 months. 
The project is developed in two phases (2 volunteers for each phase) and there will be an overlapping moment in which 
the new volunteers take over from the old which means that an important sharing of experiences and acquired 
knowledge and skills will occur. The project’s activities focus on the following themes- intercultural dialogue, creativity, 
active participation of youth, non-formal education and the use of ICT. The activities include the participation in local 
(intercultural children’s centres, immigrant women’s group, football teams, etc), international activities (YiA project 
development, participation in EU level activities and research, etc.) and ICT activities which is a transversal aspect 
linking the previous two aspects. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To promote the intercultural exchange between the volunteers and the local community, facilitating this way the 

intercultural dialogue and the abolishment of prejudices and stereotypes. 

4 volunt. 
4 org. 
+ 800  
 

                                                            

1 Fact Sheets include: Title, project website, objectives, activities, results, partners, dates of project, funding body, contact, disclaimer. 

http://cesie.org/en/funding/
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_DemosKratos.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_DemosKratos.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_DemosKratos.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_DemosKratos.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_YCCD.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_YCCD.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_YCCD.pdf
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N.  Activity | Fact Sheet1 Objectives achieved  |  Obtained results   PAX+BNF 

 To increase awareness in youth and in the local community of cultural differences and their value in the 
construction of intercultural communities and Europe and in the everyday life. 

 To promote creativity in volunteers and in the community by organising events and workshops about this theme. 
 To promote in youth the human values of solidarity, tolerance, respect for difference, friendship, etc., as 

important values in the development of personality, local communities and Europe. 
 To promote in youth the sense of active participation and volunteering. 
 To contribute to the development in youth of personal and professional skills and experiences directly connected 

to the tasks carried out during the project. 
 To contribute to the community development through the creation of new projects aimed at youth and through 

the active participation of volunteers in the local communities. 
 To promote the Youth in Action Programme (YiA) as a tool in youth participation and in community development. 
 To strengthen the partnership between all partner organisations by the work developed together and by 

developing new projects. 

3 

EuroMed Heritage – 
EuroMed heritage as 
a non-formal 
learning base for 
intercultural dialogue 
[Training Course] 

Obtained result: 
This project was a training course on valorization of cultural heritage in European and Mediterranean countries as a 
base on which we can develop intercultural and inter-religious dialogue. The Training course focused on showing the 
role of cultural event and their realization as a base for intercultural dialogue within EuroMed area. We wanted the 
youngsters to be active in promoting their heritage and to fight against racism though cultural events. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To reinforce the skills and knowledge of youth working on promotion of heritage and ICD in Euro-Mediterranean 

countries; 
 To develop the exchange of good practices and experiences to optimize collaboration in the work on heritage 

and ICD in Euro-Mediterranean countries; 
 To increase the local, regional, national and international reflection of youth on their EuroMed heritage and its 

role in ICD; 
 To ensure the growth in quality and quantity of local and international projects dealing with EuroMed Heritage 

and ICD; 

30 + 100 

http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_EuroMed_Heritage.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_EuroMed_Heritage.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_EuroMed_Heritage.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_EuroMed_Heritage.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_EuroMed_Heritage.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_EuroMed_Heritage.pdf
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N.  Activity | Fact Sheet1 Objectives achieved  |  Obtained results   PAX+BNF 

 To promote multilateral and synergetic cooperation between youth organizations; 
 To create new forms of Euro-Mediterranean cooperation and dialogue through the creation of strong bases and 

structures for a network of EuroMed youth associations working on the theme of intercultural dialogue and 
heritage. 

4 
Worldwide – The 
world is only one 
creature 

Obtained result: 
Research and exchange of good practices on fight against racism and discrimination in Italy, Spain, Malta, Germania, 
Nepal, India, Liberia, Indonesia, Pakistan and Colombia. The activities are: Kick off/Research/Exchange of 
information/JS to try the good practices/Final version of the good practices/Creation of the material/Final meeting  
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To promote the exchange of experience and good practice in the field of youth and non-formal education; 
 To develop strong and sustainable partnership and networks between youth organizations; 
 To contribute to the development of youth policies, youth work and the voluntary sector, as well as to capacity- 

building and leadership development for youth organisations and structures. 

5.000 

5 

XXL – Inventing 
the future, 
Reciprocal 
Maieutic 
Approach for 
conflict 
transformation 

Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To disseminate RMA (Reciprocal Maieutic Approach) as an innovative tool for nonviolent conflict transformation; 
 To promote RMA as an innovative strategy/practice that can be used in youth context; 
 To promote the “Youth in Action Programme” and its utility so as to become an active citizen; 
 To promote positive change in the life of young people and communities where conflict emerges (through the 

use of RMA); 
 To prevent the conflict to emerge in future generations; 
 To foster the active youth citizenship and reinforce the role of young people in the process of change in society; 
 To raise awareness about the individual role of each person, and specially young people, in the creation and 

maintenance of a culture of respect and peace; 
 To contribute to the creation in youth (and their communities) of an attitude of respect and peace towards 

difference; 
 To help young participants to develop a life project and to foster their personal grow; 
 To create and consolidate strong partnerships between youth partner organisations. 

2.000 

http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_Worldwide.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_Worldwide.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_Worldwide.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_InventingTheFuture.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_InventingTheFuture.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_InventingTheFuture.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_InventingTheFuture.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_InventingTheFuture.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_InventingTheFuture.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_InventingTheFuture.pdf
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6 

EGYPT – Un ponte 
interculturale tra 
l’Europa e il 
Mediterraneo 

Obtained results: 
 6 Italian Civil Service Volunteers in Alexandria, Egypt. 
 Cooperation with the Consulate of Italy in Alexandria and the Institute of Italian Culture in Cairo: Festival of 

Italian cinema on the theme of travel and migration as opportunity of change of life! 
 Participation to several festivals organized for street children in Alexandria.  
 Research on pilgrimage through history. 

 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
Primary Objective: To give youth the opportunity to experience living and working in a different context. 
General Objectives: 
 promotion of the concepts of peace and non-violence; 
 active citizenship; 
 promotion of cultural exchange between religions, cultures, traditions; 
 growth and development of each volunteer 

Specific Objectives: 
 improvement and development of already existing projects by CESIE; 
 logistical and organisational support of activities; 
 development of CESIE’s local Egyptian network; 
 educational and information giving activities with individuals from the territory; 
 creation of a database of news, information, and contacts; 
 develop in each volunteer an awareness of Europe and the Euro Mediterranean area. Thematic Objectives: 

⋅ promotion of youth mobility and the exchange between Europe and the Mediterranean; 
⋅ promotion of Euro Mediterranean awareness; 
⋅ promotion of respect and interculturality in multireligious societies; 
⋅ development of the cultural and intercultural sector; 
⋅ awareness raising and promotion of equal opportunities; 
⋅ awareness raising of FGM; 
⋅ promotion of children’s rights. 

6 Italian 
volunt. 
+ 
500 
comm. 
members 
 

http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_SCN_Egypt.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_SCN_Egypt.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_SCN_Egypt.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_SCN_Egypt.pdf
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7 
Voices from around 
the world 

Obtained result: 
This EVS project is a "group EVS" that will involve 15 youth volunteers from diverse "Programme countries" that will 
participate in a 10 month activities in Nepal, Senegal and Kenya. 
The themes of the project are: Participation of young people, Interculturality, Sustainable community development, 
Education. The activities are directed towards sustainable community development through the participation of the 
volunteers in diverse activities, that correspond to the communities’ needs. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To promote in youth the human values of solidarity and respect for difference. 
 To promote in youth the sense of active participation and volunteering. 
 To increase awareness in youth of their cultural differences and their value. 
 To contribute to the development in youth of personal and professional skills. 
 To participate actively in the development of host communities. 
 To promote in both host and sending communities the values of respect for difference and solidarity. 
 To promote the Youth in Action Programme (YiA). 
 To develop new partnerships between all partner organisations. 

 

15 
volunt. 
4 sending 
org. 
3 hosting 
org.  
+ 3 local 
comm. 
(900+ 
individual
s) 

8 
Inventing the 
Future in Ballarò  

Obtained result: 
Training of young mothers (under 25) through non-formal learning education to develop a project of kinder garden in a 
disadvantaged area of Palermo. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To give to participants competencies to create and manage a poli-functional centre as a kinder-garden 
 To help the participants to develop activities giving value their own life and others lives 
 To stimulate intercultural dialogue 
 To stimulate intergenerational dialogue 
 To improve the conception of «parenthood». 

 

35 

http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_Voices.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_Voices.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_Inventare_il_futuro_Ballar%C3%B2.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_Inventare_il_futuro_Ballar%C3%B2.pdf
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9 

YoMiWoE – 
Newsletters on 
young migrant 
women, their rights 
and the realization 
of those rights in 
European countries 

Obtained Results: 
Creation of a Newsletter about Young Women Immigrants in Europe. The newsletter will be issue in the end of 
March, April and May 2009. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To develop policy and practical responses to situations of discrimination and intolerance affecting youth migrants 

women (racism, xenophobia and gynophobia) 
 To enhance the participation of youth migrants women and to ensure appropriate follow up to the 

recommendation on the promotion of the participation of minority youth 
 To foster equal opportunities for young migrants women by providing exchange of knowledge and practice and 

by supporting the development of a sense of solidarity 
 To support the development of a network of young women migrants in Europe 
 To further explore responses to the challenges of young women migrants access to employment 
 To empower young people to be actors in violence prevention against young women migrants 
 To defend the dignity of migrants, legally or illegally arrived and the solidarity between European citizens. 

 

500 

10 

LAUTC – Learn about 
us through culture: 
cultural events for 
intercultural 
dialogue” 

Obtained result: 
Project  of  action-research  between  United  Kingdom,  Germany,  Greece,  Italy  and  France.  The  activities  were 
developed around a roadmap of cultural events on intercultural dialogue in different european countries. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To enable people from these communities to enter or re-enter the educational sphere ; 
 To innovate learning opportunities (through strategy and methodology effectively tested in different contexts, 

thus becoming good practices) 
 To develop social cohesion by improving their interpersonal, intercultural and social competences ; 
 To create an inclusive European identity promoting the common cultural heritage and the importance of 

cultural diversity. 
 

347 

http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_YoMiWoE.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_YoMiWoE.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_YoMiWoE.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_YoMiWoE.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_YoMiWoE.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_YoMiWoE.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_YoMiWoE.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_LAUTC.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_LAUTC.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_LAUTC.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_LAUTC.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_LAUTC.pdf
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11 
Tales from hidden 
migration 

Obtained result: 
“Tales from hidden migration” consists of the creation of a book which collected stories from migrant women who live 
in Palermo. This book has been dramatized by local street artists so as to communicate these young women’s stories 
to the local community. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To promote intercultural promote an intercultural understanding by giving the opportunity to express to a group 

often far away from the public sphere and in some ways ‘invisible’ to the public eye. 
 To fight against social and cultural stereotypes 
 To improve of migrant integration 
 To stimulate the active citizenship 
 To create original and creative approach of resolution of social problems. 

10 + 300 

12 
Interculturality 
and people 

Obtained result:  
2 volunteers (1 Spanish, 1 Egyptian) welcomed in CESIE.  
Activities included: 
 Immigrant women group; 
 Research on themes relevant to CESIE; 
 Integration into international activities developed by CESIE; 
 Development of YiA projects; 
 Personal project 

 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 Give the volunteers the opportunity to develop international activities in the EuroMed region through the YiA 

programme; 
 Promote Egyptian culture and increase awareness of diversity and intercultural dialogue; 
 Give the volunteer the opportunity to learn a new language; 
 Stimulate new relationships with the organisations involved in the project – CESIE, Wasela and Barcelona 

Volontaria; 

2 
volunteer
s  
2 sending 
org. 
100+ 
local 
partners 
(placeme
nts) 
 

http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_Good_TALES.pdf
http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_Good_TALES.pdf
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 Promote the integration of immigrants through the development of intercultural dialogue and the application of 
non- formal education. 

13 

Creation of 2 
networks on 
thematics 
choosen by youth 
themselves. 

Obtained Results: 
Creation of a Rural Women Network  www.ruralwomenonline.eu  of Young Immigrants Women. The network already 
developed a project of Newsletter on YWM.  
 
Through these Networks we achieved the following objectives: 
 To improve the quality and quantity of projects promoting the same issues by insuring a global evolution instead 

of repetitions of similar actions; 
 To improve the active participation of youth to decision making level and their lobbying on issues important for 

them; 
 To empower, develop a global perspective and create solidarity between the partners organizations; 
 To develop and intensify a great sharing of good practices and experiences between experienced organizations 

and also novice organizations on thematic of Young Rural Women and Young Immigrant Women. 
 

200 

14 

Development of 
a training to 
prepare youth 
for volunteering 
| exchanges 
based on 
partners’ 
experience 

Obtained result: 
Training “EVS for All” will be realized in 2009 involving partners from Moldova, Italy, Germany, Sweden, France, 
Greece, Lithuania, Bulgaria, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, Moldova, Ukraine, Georgia, Azerbaijan and Armenia. The 
participants are EVS responsibles, youth workers, tutors, youth exchanges responsibles and organisers. Those will work 
together during 7 days during which we aim to improve the quality of future EVS and youth exchange projects as well 
as develop new future projects among those countries involved. The course will give the chance to develop new 
competencies and learn new knowledge about the way to manage EVS and youth exchanges. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To develop the skills and knowledge of organizations who work in the field of youth mobility (Youth Exchanges 

and EVS); 
 To stimulate the exchange of good practices and experiences in order to increase the quality of youth mobility 

projects; 

50 

http://www.ruralwomenonline.eu/
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 To spread knowledge to partners in the East Europe and Caucasus region thus strengthening their capacity to use 
the Youth in Action programme effectively and successfully; 

 To promote the growth in quality and quantity of youth mobility projects within Europe and partners from the 
East Europe and Caucasus region. 

15 

“Inventing the 
future:  
Let’s build 
the Future 
together” 

Obtained result: 
Youth exchange of 8 days involving participants from Spain, France, Italy, Moldavia, Bulgaria Palestine and Israel. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To exchange ideas about the RMA; 
 To share the conclusions of the maieutic workshops held in the different countries; 
 To have the participation of disadvantaged target 
 To organise multicultural and intercultural maieutic workshops; 
 To do a general evaluation of the impact of the maieutic workshops for the conflict transformation; 
 To discuss about nonviolent methods (RMA and others) capable of promote social changes; 
 To discuss about the role of youth in the process of change of societies; 
 To prepare the next activity of the project (the “bozza di manifesto”) inside the whole group. 

80 + 50 

16 

Ubuntu  
“Humanity through 
others” 
 

This project permits 5 volunteers from diverse countries to work in the local community in Palermo with immigrant 
children and their families. The EVS experience is based on the notion of intercultural dialogue and the inclusion and 
integration of immigrants into the wider community. The volunteers have diverse roles, each allowing them to work 
directly with the beneficiaries: assisting in the intercultural playgroup, organising cultural activities that promote 
intercultural dialogue, promoting the activities of Ubuntu and EVS to peers and the development of a project which 
responds to their personal interests. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 Facilitate intercultural  dialogue between youth from different cultures, between volunteers and children and 

their families, between volunteers and people living in the local area; 
 Facilitate the volunteers’ acquisition of new skills, knowledge and experiences; 
 Promote more activities at a local level- the volunteers have a positive impact on the activities by contributing 

5 
volunteer
s 
4 sending 
org. 
300+ 
 

http://cesie.org/media/cesie.org_description_UBUNTU.pdf
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new ideas and experiences; 
 Increase the possibilities of non-formal education in Europe; 
 Promote active citizenship and solidarity at local and European levels; 
 Develop new partnerships at local and European levels, with more cooperation. 

17 Different Cultures 

Obtained result: 
Sending of 1 partially blind EVS volunteer in a short-term group EVS project in Portugal.  

 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 

 To give the volunteer the possibility to have an intercultural experience and to learn more about a different 
culture and society; 

 To stimulate intercultural dialogue, fight against discrimination and support social inclusion; 
 To promote non-formal education in the local community; 
 To encourage inclusion and participation in YiA programme of youth with few opportunities. 

45 

18 
Tools For Self 
Reliance 

Obtained result: 
Sending of 1 youth in UK to participate in a group EVS project for 12 months based around the themes of community 
development, sustainable development and intercultural dialogue. 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To give the volunteer the possibility to have an intercultural experience and to learn more about a different 

culture and society; 
 To stimulate intercultural dialogue, fight against discrimination and support social inclusion; 
 To promote non-formal education in the local community; 
 To promote sustainable community development; 
 To facilitate the development of new partnerships. 

43 

19 
Buena voluntad con 
mucho ánimo 

Obtained result: 
Sending of 4 youth to Spain during the summer of 2008 to participate in short-term EVS volunteer camps with youth 
from diverse European countries. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 

65 
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 To promote intercultural dialogue between youth from different European countries and individuals from the 
local communities; 

 To facilitate social inclusion by working alongside immigrants, people with disabilities and people with less 
opportunities; 

 To promote new and consolidate existing partnerships between participating organisations. 

20 Parc des Libertes 

Obtained result: 
Sending of 1 Italian volunteer to France for 6 months.  
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 Develop sense of active citizenship of the volunteer; 
 Promote active participation and solidarity; 
 Personal development of the volunteer; 
 Facilitate the development of creativity in the volunteer. 

43 

21 
 Marylebone  
 Spitalfields 

Obtained result: 
Sending of 1 volunteer to UK for 12 months. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To give the volunteer the possibility to have an intercultural experience and to learn more about a different 

culture and society; 
 To stimulate intercultural dialogue, fight against discrimination and support social inclusion; 
 To promote non-formal education in the local community; 
 To facilitate the development of new partnerships; 

39 

22 

ACTYVE  
A(ctive) 
C(itizenship), 
T(olerance) and 
Y(outh) 
V(olunteership) in 

Obtained result: 
Sending of 1 volunteer to participate in a group EVS project in Romania with volunteers from diverse European 
countries. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 Stimulate the intercultural learning process and enhance the European Awareness and 

63 
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E(urope)  Active Participation within the hosting communities from Gorj County. 
 Provide the context and the opportunities for all volunteers to develop both personally as well as socially by 

acquiring and improving new skills and competences as well as boost their self- confidence. 
 Increase tolerance towards different cultures by learning and accepting the cultural differences. 
 Contribute to the community development by boosting the participation and active involvement of young people 

in their local  communities. 
 Encourage the participation of youngsters with fewer opportunities 
 Widen and strengthen the partnership and co-operation relation in between all project promoters; 

23 
Media For Young 
Generations 2008 
 

Obtained result: Sending of 2 volunteers to Syria 
The whole project took place in Yarmouk, a Palestinian refugee camp which lies 8 kilometres from the centre of 
Damascus. The project focussed on the involvement of local and European volunteers in activities connected with 
media education which will facilitate the involvement of the children and teenagers (13-18 years old) of Yarmouk. 
The main aim of the project is the advancement in a more mutual and deep intercultural understanding, in 
particular between European and Palestinian youth. This goal will be achieved through the complete immersion of the 
European volunteers in the association’s activities and through the experience of the everyday life in Yarmouk refugee 
camp. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 to build a cultural and human exchange between European and Palestinian youth through the collaboration  in 

activities; 
 to strengthen the self-esteem and the creativity of the Palestinian youth; 
 to develop a new common ground for a better understanding of the “other” and of his culture and identity 

belonging and consequently of the individual’s own ones; 
 to disseminate the Youth in Action programme and the EVS and the possibilities those can offer to youth. 

Moreover this project includes objectives connected with EVS as a life experience for the volunteers: 
 to give volunteers competences and skills to use in their social, personal and professional relationships, which 

cannot be acquired through the formal education process; 
 to stimulate the volunteers towards an active citizenship; 

230 
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 to give the opportunity to volunteers to develop and to discover their values and beliefs. 

24 

“Voluntary work 
for the social and 
environmental 
sustainability in 
Greece” 

Obtained result: 
Sending of 1 volunteer to Greece for 6 months in an EVS project with a strong partner of CESIE  
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 Develop sense of active citizenship of the volunteer; 
 Promote active participation and solidarity; 
 Personal development of the volunteer; 
 Facilitate the development of creativity in the volunteer. 

44 

25 
“Discovering the 
roots of new 
cultures” 

Obtained result:  
Sending of 1 Italian volunteer to Tunisia for 9 months. 
This project gave the possibility to the young volunteer to participate in local activities developed by AJMEC and to get 
to know the context of Tunisia. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To give the volunteer the opportunity to participate in local cultural activities which promote inclusion and youth 

participation; 
 To allow the volunteer to develop a coherent understanding of Tunisia and Tunisian culture and promoting an 

awareness of Europe and European identity in the local community with youth and children. 
 To strengthen an already existing partnership. 

57 

26 
“Developing the 
alliances of 
Cultures” 

Obtained result:  
Sending of 1 volunteer to Alessandria in Egypt for 9 months 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To give the volunteer the possibility to have an intercultural experience and to learn more about a different 

culture and society; 
 To stimulate intercultural dialogue, fight against discrimination and support social inclusion; 
 To promote non-formal education in the local community; 

73 
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 To learn about and collaborate in the coordination of the international networks in which S.D.A. is involved; 
 To develop creative activities at a local level actively involving beneficiaries and grass-roots organisations; 
 Developing a link between cultural events and social inclusion activities; 

27 
Youth 
Exchanges 

Obtained result: 
Sending of groups of youth participants to 20 youth exchanges 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 Develop sense of active citizenship; 
 Promote active participation and solidarity; 
 Personal development of participants; 
 Encouragement to participate in more YiA initiatives at local, national and EU levels. 

100 
Italian 
youth 

28 
Sending of youth in 
Training Courses and 
Seminars 

Obtained result: 
Sending of youth to 12 training courses or seminars 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 Develop sense of active citizenship; 
 Acquire new and consolidate skills to be applied in the field of youth work; 
 Promote active participation and solidarity; 
 Personal development of participants; 
 Encouragement to participate in more YiA initiatives at local, national and EU levels. 

30 Italian 
youth 

29 

Dissemination and 
Networking on 
Community 
Development at EU 
level 

Obtained result: 
Development of network of organizations working in the field of community development.  
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To share good practices and experience in community development work; 
 To promote the notion of community development at policy level; 
 To empower people working in the field and their beneficiaries. 

30 orgs. 

30 Guidelines for youth Obtained result: Reached 
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workers and youth Development of two guides to facilitate youth and community work on health and creativity in recycling. These guides 
have been developed by EVS volunteers in Senegal as part of the project “Voices From Around The World”. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To share experiences and discovered good practices with youth, youth workers and organisations working in the 

field of youth work; 
 To make visible YiA activities and their impact; 
 To create sustainable and lasting products. 

6.400+ 

31 
Local Cine-forum 
“Sights on the 
colors of the world” 

Obtained Results: 
Cinema Festival on intercultural thematics realized in collaboration with the group “Umanisti nel Mondo”. The 
projection were followed by an open debate. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To create an opportunity of self-reflection and cultural exchange through the cinema, thought as a universal 

instrument to communicate ideas and values; 
 To improve intercultural dialogue between population of poor areas living side by side 
 To develop the access to culture and an inclusive concept of culture; 
 To improve the discussion around fundamental thematics through a moment of dialogue after each film. 

300 

32 

Development of a 
cultural event called 
“Io sono 
Palermitano” 

Obtained result: 
2 day event with the following activities: This event has been created by an Italian intercultural working group and has 
been realized inside of the EU parcours of cultural events of LAUTC project. The event was based on different activities: 
Workshop of art for children, clown exhibition on ICD thematic, intercultural evenings with concerts from immigrants 
communities living in Palermo, competition for the best “arancina interculturale”, show of traditional clothes, street 
art. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To enable people from these communities to enter or re-enter the educational sphere ; 
 To innovate learning opportunities (through strategy and methodology effectively tested in different contexts, 

800 
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thus becoming good practices) 
 To develop social cohesion by improving their interpersonal, intercultural and social competences; 
 To create an inclusive European identity promoting the common cultural heritage and the importance of 

cultural diversity. 

33 

“Open doors on 
other cultures” 
within EuroMed 
Night of 
Intercultural 
dialogue done with 
the University of 
Palermo 

Obtained result: 
Realization of an event with the following activities: food workshop, African drums, photo exhibition, Intercultural 
concerts (mix of musicians from different origins playing music together) 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To promote the values of interculturality and respect for the difference between students of Palermo University; 
 To aware students about problematic of immigration, its causes and consequences; 
 To promote and value cultural diversity; 
 To improve the exchange and dialogue between students and youth immigrants in Palermo; 
 To contribute to the integration of the immigrants students in Palermo. 

5.000 

34 

Support to 
organizations from 
Africa, Latin America 
and Asia to realize 
new projects 

Obtained Results: 
Support organizations from south of the world to realize new projects and enable them to access European funding 
opportunities. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To empower partner organizations of the Federation from the south of the world; 
 To inform organizations about opportunities offers to them in Europe; 
 To develop intercultural dialogue between the different members of the Federation. 

10 
organisati 
ons 

35 
Awareness days 
in local 
communities 

Obtained Results: 
Awareness days in local communities in the CESIE Federation where volunteers are present (e.g. Alessandria- Egypt, 
Dakar + Sedhious – Senegal, Kathmandu + village communities – Nepal, Damascus – Syria) 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 Increased visibility of YiA programme; 
 Increased notion of Europe; 

8 local 
communi
t ies = 
800 
individual
s 
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 Promotion of the notion of active citizenship and participation; 
 Facilitation of intercultural dialogue and exchange between local communities and volunteers. 

36 

Development and 
updating of 
International 
online forums and 
discussion focused 
on the future of 
Europe, EU and 
youth policy. 

Obtained Results: 
Seminars, Conferences, Workshops on the future of Europe, EU and youth policy with diverse stakeholders and 
beneficiaries 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To find out about the needs of young people in the Euro-Med region 
 To find out about young people’s views on the Future of Europe 
 To unite young people from across Euro-Med region 
 To create a better understanding of different cultures helping the positive recognition of cultural diversity 
 To increase understanding of the importance of developing “Euro-Med” relationships and open 

dialogue/communication with and amongst youth 
 To understand the needs of youth workers and organisations working in the field of youth; 
 The development of a Draft Manifesto in the issues of the future of Europe, EU and youth policy (to be finalised 

and published in 2009). 

1000 

37 
Week of 
Laboratorio WOS 

Obtained Results: 
CESIE actively participated to the creation of the WOZ workshop. WOZ was a political and independent workshop of 
participatory design. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To create a creative dialogue between architects, engineers, artists, designers coming from different part of 

Europe and youth coming from Palermo; 
 To build new proposal for the community; 
 To build projects and prototypes for a complex strategy; 
 To make the local community think about the autodetermination power for the future. 

1.000 

38 
Youth project on 
Football, Youth 
Football 

Obtained Results: 
Intercultural Football team “CESIE Ballarò” composed of youth immigrants and natives coming from a disadvantaged 
zone of Palermo called “Ballarò” 

20 
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intercultural 
Team 

Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To promote intercultural dialogue through game; 
 To give to youth the possibilities to play soccer within a safer and more invigorating atmosphere; 
 To develop within youth of poor areas the value of fondness, respect and friendship; 
 To give to youth an opportunities to learn rules and limits and to work in team ; 
 To give to the group of youth participating the opportunities to improve their capacities in soccer. 

39 
Training Course on 
Lateral thinking 
methodology 

Obtained result: 
2 days training x 2 about the lateral thinking methodologies to young people in Palermo. The training has been realized 
by a parallel thinking methodology expert (Joe Wood from the World Centre of New Thinking of Eduard de Bono) 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To exchange ideas about the lateral thinking approach; 
 To develop an understanding of lateral thinking which can be transferred to project development, 

implementation and beneficiaries; 
 To organise multicultural and intercultural lateral thinking workshop; 
 To give a chance to youth to experiment a new creative way of thinking; 
 To discuss about the role of youth in the process of change of societies 
 To give to youth a possibility to improve their self-confidence. 

25 + 70 

40 

Conference about 
Youth in Action, 
Long Learning Life 
Programme, and 
all the other 
Programme in 
DGEAC 

Obtained Results: 
A Conference about the Youth in Action, Long Life Learning Programme, and all the other programme in DGEAC has 
been realized during the 2 days of actions for the white night of EuroMed Dialogue Between Cultures (realized on the 
22 May 2008). 
Moreover, all our international meetings have a session (half day) dedicated to EACEA Funds. 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To insure the knowledge of European citizens of the EACEA 
 To stimulate youth and adults learners to participate to activities developed by the EACEA 
 To improve European citizenship and EuroMed Citizenship 

80 
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 To develop the number of people who take part in our activities. 

41 

Workshop on 
maieutic in school 
done in colaboration 
with the Centro per 
lo Sviluppo Creativo 

Obtained result: 
Realization of workshops in different schools of Palermo using reciprocal maieutic approach 
 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To spread reciprocal maieutic approach 
 To empower youth 
 To help them to identify their difficulties and needs and to find appropriate answers to them 
 To improve their active citizenship 
 To exchange ideas about the maieutic approach, the school systems, the dreams of youth and what they want to 

build; 
 To organise multicultural and intercultural maieutic workshop; 
 To give a chance to youth to do a general evaluation of the scholastic system and to propose it to school 

themselves; 
 To discuss about nonviolent methods (RMA and others) capable of promote social change; 
 To discuss about the role of youth in the process of change of societies 
 To give to youth a possibility to improve their self-confidence. 

120 

42 

Development and 
updating of 
actual networks 
that has been 
created within 
last years on 
thematics chosen 
by youth such as: 
1. Gender issues 
2. Disability 
3. EuroMed area 

Obtained Results:  
Updating of the network on disabilities through the creation of new projects and opportunities for the inclusion of 
disabled people including: 
 4 blind youth have participated in a youth exchange in Bulgaria with accompanying persons and able youth; 
 2 youths with mental disabilities have participated in a youth exchange in Poland with able youths; 
 1 partially-blind youth participated in a short-term EVS in Portugal and now wishes to participate in a long-term 

EVS project; 
 1 physically disabled youth has participated in both long- and short-term EVS projects (Spain and Moldova); 
 2 physically disabled youth have participated in youth exchanges organised by CESIE in Palermo; 
 1 physically disabled youth has participated in local workshops and training courses organised by CESIE. 
 Updating of the EuroMed Federation Network and creation of new YiA project with the partners of this network as 

200 
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4. Youth work 
methodologies 

Training Course (3.1) EuroMed Heritage as a non-formal learning base for intercultural dialogue, the Youth 
Exchange (3.1) Demos-Kratos on validity of different political systems in EuroMed area, sending of 6 volunteers to 
work in Alexandria -Egypt through Italian NCS, sending of 1 EVS in Egypt, sending of 2 EVS in Syria and 
participation to a lot of other projects realized by the partners of the EuroMed Federation. 

 Young work methodologies: this network stimulated by XL project Inventing the Future. After spreading the use of 
reciprocal Maieutic Approach, the network develop the use of Lateral thinking uses in youth work and lead to the 
creation of a Multi-Measure 4.3 Project called Creativity and Innovation for Youth Empowerment and also during 
the project 3.2 The World is only one creature, the partners seemed really interested by participating to the 
network and to create a new 3.2 project on Youth work non-violent methodologies. 

 
Through the updating of these Networks we achieved the following objectives: 
 To improve the quality and quantity of projects promoting the same issues by insuring a global evolution instead 

of repetitions of similar actions;  
 To improve the active participation of youth to decision making level and their lobbying on issues important for 

them; 
 To empower, develop a global perspective and create solidarity between the partners organizations; 
 To increase the number of partners of the networks; 
 To intensify a great sharing of good practices and experiences between experienced organizations and also novice 

organizations on young work methodologies, disabilities and EuroMed area. 

43 

Networking 
project “EuroMed 
Gender 
Connection” 
online meeting 

Obtained Results: 
 Updating of EuroMed Gender Connection Network  www.genderconnection.org. 
 Creation of new projects (Let’s Raise the Curtain, Newsletter on Young Women Immigrants, Creation of a book on 

Young Women Migrants, etc). 
 The Network was invited to participate to the last EuroMed Civil Forum (Nov 2008 in Marseilles) 
 The Network has been invited to write different articles (Women roles in EuroMed Heritage, COPPEM 2008, etc). 
 Discussion between the Members on the status of the Network has been postponed. 

 
 

500 

http://www.genderconnection.org/
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Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To intensify a great sharing of good practices and experiences between experienced organizations and also novice 

organizations on gender issues in European and Euro-Mediterranean countries, 
 To improve the communication with decision-making level, politic and advocacy done by youth to promote gender 

equality; 
 To develop a global and coherent EuroMed reflection on these issues, sensitizing to stereotypes and 

discrimination in our societies, 
 To improve the quality and quantity of projects promoting the same issues by insuring a global evolution instead 

of repetitions of similar actions. 
 To increase the local and international impact of the work of Youth in Gender thematic. 

44 

Updating of 
existing online 
forums and 
creation of new 
online forums 
focused on youth 
identities and 
diversity 

Obtained Results: 
 Yahoo Group Gender Issues: 
 Facebook groups: CESIE, MultiCultural Festival, EuroMed Heritage as a non-formal learning base for intercultural 

dialogue, LAUTC, The World is only One Creature, EuroMed Gender Connection, Servizio Civile Nazionale in 
Egitto CESIE 

 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To exchange information and knowledge about the needs of young people and activities developed for youth; 
 To create new projects based on the needs of young people; 
 To make young people being active citizenship and improve their awareness and global solidarity. 

3.000 

45 

Information on 
projects and 
opportunities for 
Young people and 
youth workers 

Obtained Results: 
 Website on opportunities of youth exchanges and voluntary services for young people. This website promoted YiA, 

EVS  and  the  individual  projects  in  which  youth  participate.  In  addition  the  volunteers  have  the  
opportunity  to contribute to the development of the website through the uploading of materials and the 
development of a blog. 

 Newsletter on opportunities of youth exchanges and voluntary services for young people. A monthly newsletter is 
published and disseminated through a contact list of 700+ youth. This contact list is updated and added to 
regularly when CESIE organises initiatives at local or national level. In addition the newsletter is passed to 

3.000 
(local) 
10.000 
(national) 
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nationwide database www.eurocultura.it and their newsletter “Muoversi”. 
 The hosting EVS project of CESIE (YCCD and Ubuntu) involves promotion and visibility of EVS and the YiA 

programme. The volunteers are developing a film of their EVS experience and will make presentations to youth 
groups and schools. 

 
Through these results we achieved the following objectives: 
 To inform and encourage the participation of young people in the development of local communities and in 

democratic life; 
 To promote voluntary opportunities available on the local and international levels; 
 To employ the internet as a tool to contact youth, particularly youth with fewer opportunities; 
 To promote the personal and professional benefits of volunteering to youth; 
 To develop an awareness of cultural diversity and importance of ICD amongst youth; 
 To encourage more young people to volunteer through schemes such as Civil Service and European Voluntary 

Service. 
 To create better resources to assist youth workers in educating and preparing youth for international voluntary 

projects and exchanges; 
 To ensure more young people are accessing and participating in youth exchanges and volunteer projects; 
 To share of best practices between youth organisations and workers; 
 To recognize of cultural diversity and of its positive role in experiences with partners; 
 To involve more young people in communities and more youth action. 

 

http://www.eurocultura.it/

